This Week: 08/07/23—08/11/23
- Completed Trash Enclosure
- Completed Retaining Wall Fence
- Completed Casework in Media Center
- Completed Concrete Sidewalks at North Parking Lot
- Completed South Landscaping
- Completed North Landscaping
- Installed Wall Graphics

Next Week: 08/14/23—08/18/23
- Final Touch Up
- Final Clean
- School Begins!

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
This Week: 07/31/23—08/04/23
- Completed Masonry at Trash Enclosure
- Installed Wall Graphics
- Continued Retaining Wall Fence
- Installed Casework in Media Center
- Installed Lighting in Level 2 Collaboration Space
- Continued Concrete Sidewalks at North Parking Lot
- Continued South Landscaping

Next Week: 08/07/23—08/11/23
- Complete East Retaining Wall Fence
- Complete Concrete Sidewalks
- Complete Painting Stairs
- Continue Wall Graphic Install
- Begin North Landscaping
- Begin Setting Light Poles

Weather Days this week: (2) Days
This Week: 07/24/23—07/28/23
- Completed Carpet Tile in Media Center
- Completed Media Center Lights
- Completed Panther Parkway Hanging Lights
- Continued East Retaining Wall Fence
- Continued South Landscaping
- Continued Concrete Sidewalk at North Parking Lot
- Began Painting Stairs

Next Week: 07/31/23—08/04/23
- Continue East Retaining Wall Fence
- Continue Concrete Sidewalks at North Parking Lot
- Complete Painting Stairs
- Complete South Landscaping
- Begin Setting Light Poles

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
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Media Center Lights

Media Center Carpet

Second Level Restroom

Cafeteria Ceiling
This Week: 07/17/23—07/21/23
- Completed Entrance Sidewalks
- Completed Ceilings in Area A
- Completed Pouring Asphalt
- Completed Striping Asphalt
- Completed Carpet Tile in Reception
- Completed Curb at 91st Street
- Completed Kitchen Equipment Connections
- Began Setting Light Poles
- Began East Retaining Wall Fence
- Began South Landscaping
- Began Trash Enclosure Foundations

Next Week: 07/24/23—07/28/23
- Complete Setting Light Poles
- Complete East Retaining Wall Fence
- Complete South Landscaping
- Complete Trash Enclosure Masonry
- Install Remaining Glass

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
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Media Center
North Entrance Wall Tile
Basketball Lines at Hard Play
Panther Parkway
This Week: 07/10/23—07/14/23
- Began Testing Fire Alarm
- Began Pouring Asphalt
- Began Carpet Tile in Reception
- Began Striping Asphalt
- Continued Kitchen Equipment Connections
- Continued Pouring Sidewalks
- Continued Ceilings in Area A
- Continued Paint in Area A
- Continued MEP Trim Out
- Continued Installing Gym Floor

Next Week: 07/17/23—07/21/23
- Finish Pouring Front Entrance Sidewalks
- Finish Testing Fire Alarm
- Finish Ceilings in Area A
- Finish Pouring Asphalt
- Finish Striping Asphalt
- Finish Carpet Tile in Reception

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
Reception Flooring

North Parking Lot

North Parking Lot

Collaboration Space
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This Week: 07/03/23—07/07/23
• Began Pouring North Entrance Sidewalks
• Continued Gym Floor Install
• Continued Paint in Area A
• Continued Ceilings in Area A
• Continued MEP Trim Out
• Continued Concrete Floor Polish and Stain
• Finished Pouring ADA Crossings on North

Next Week: 07/10/23—07/14/23
• Begin Testing for Fire Alarm
• Begin Pouring Asphalt
• Continue Pouring Sidewalks
• Continue Ceilings in Area A
• Continue Paint in Area A
• Continue MEP Trim Out
• Continue Installing Gym Floor

Weather Days this week: (2) Days
Ceiling of Second Floor Tower

Polished Concrete Floor

Roof Patio

Collaboration Space
This Week: 06/05/23—06/09/23
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area A
- Continue Wall Tile in Area A
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area A
- Continue Polish Concrete in Area A

Next Week: 06/12/23—06/16/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Glazing in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring
- Continue Property Fence
- Continue Polish Concrete in Area B

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
Exterior Doors Installed

Single Restroom Epoxy Floor

Outdoor Classroom Paver Install

Lighting Install
Metal Panel at Clerestory

Wall Prep for Tile

Continue Grading for New Parking Lot

Polish Grinding in Corridor
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This Week: 05/29/23—06/02/23
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area A
- Continue Wall Tile in Area A
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area A
- Continue Polish Concrete in Area A

Next Week: 06/05/23—06/09/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Glazing in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring
- Continue Property Fence
- Continue Polish Concrete in Area B

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
Grading Along NW Elevation

Insulation at East Clerestory

Soffit Venting at Front Entrance

Polish Grinding in Corridor
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This Week: 05/22/23—05/26/23
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area A
- Continue Wall Tile in Area A
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area B
- Began Polish Concrete in Area B

Next Week: 05/22/23—05/26/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Glazing in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring
- Continue Property Fence
- Continue Polish Concrete in Area B

Weather Days this week: (0) Days
Area B Metal Panel at Clerestory

Polish Stain

Casework at Reception

South Playground Install
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This Week: 05/15/23—05/19/23
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area A
- Continue Wall Tile in Area A
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area B

Next Week: 05/22/23—05/26/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Glazing in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring
- Complete Property Fence
- Begin Polish Concrete in Area B

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
Level 2 Area B Wall Tile Install

Paint in Panther Parkway

Mass Grading at North Side

Clerestory Area B Touch-Ups
This Week: 05/08/23—05/12/23
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area B
- Continue Wall Tile in Area B
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area B
- Continue Property Fence

Next Week: 05/15/23—05/19/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Glazing in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area B
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring
- Complete Property Fence
- Begin Polish Concrete in Area B

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
East ADA Sidewalk Install

East Access Stair Prep

West Storm Install

Sun Feature Wall Prep
This Week: 05/01/23—05/05/23
- Continue Sitework
- Complete Masonry on Area A
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue Pulling Wire in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area B
- Continue Wall Tile in Area B
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Continue Alum Frames in Area B

Next Week: 05/08/23—05/12/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Exterior Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area B
- Continue Metal Panel Install Area B
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Continue Resinous Flooring

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
Existing Building Demo Complete

Stone Complete

Ceiling work Area B

Fencing Demo at Property Line
This Week: 04/24/23—04/28/23
- Complete Existing Building Demo
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Masonry on Area A
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Insulation
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area A
- Continue Pulling Wire in Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area B
- Continue Wall Tile in Area B
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area A
- Begin Aluminum Frames in Area B

Next Week: 05/01/23—05/05/23
- Continue Sitework on North
- Continue Exterior Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area B
- Continue Metal Panel Insulation
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Continue Paint in Area A
- Begin Metal Panel System Install

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
Second Playground Install

Storm Inlets Poured

Kitchen Hood Install

Front Canopy Build-Out
This Week: 04/17/23—04/21/23
- Continue Existing Building Demo
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Masonry on Area A
- Continue Glazing Area A
- Continue Metal Panel Insulation
- Continue Ceiling Tile in Area B
- Continue Pulling Wire in Area A & B
- Continue MEP Trim-out in Area B
- Continue Wall Tile in Area B
- Continue Finishes & Paint in Area B

Next Week: 04/24/23—04/28/23
- Complete Existing Building Demo
- Continue Sitework
- Continue Exterior Area A
- Continue MEP Trim-Out in Area B
- Continue Metal Panel Insulation
- Continue Paint in Area B
- Begin Paint in Area A

Weather Days this week: (1) Days
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Install of Remaining Brick

Tile at Restrooms

Casework on Level 2 Area B

Stone Install on East Elevation